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Besides optimising our standard products, Gebuwin 
invests a lot in developing new products that are 
specifically designed for certain industries.

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS

Gebuwin has developed the 'marine' winch with 
seawater resisitance, offshore coating and 
stainless steel parts to ensure the equipment has 
a high corrosion resistance.

The latest product that Gebuwin has developed 
is the theatre winch that complies with the new 
European theatre and entertainment standard 
EN17506.

NON-MAGNETIC WINCH

The developed non-magnetic winch hoists a 
magnet from an MRI scanning machine and 
must therefore be able to brake at any moment 
during the lifting movement. By using high quality 
stainless metals such as aluminium and a brass 
alloy for the worm gear, together with special 
grease lubrication, the worm gear can reach 
the desired speed and stop immediately. A wide 
grooved drum ensures that two stainless steel 
wires run up and down the worm gear carefully

COMPLEX MODIFICATIONS

Besides the development of these new industry-
oriented winches, Gebuwin is strong in 'custom 
engineering'; tailoring hand and/or electric winches 
to suit customer's needs. Gebuwin is not afraid of 
both simple or very complex adjustments to our 
range of winches.

MILITARY WINCH

For a military application we designed a special 
winch with a pull load of 2500 kg that can be 
set into free spool with the aid of a quick release 
attachment. The drum of the winch is suited for 
a 50 mm wide webbing to pull the load with a 
hand crank or an air driven motor. An adjustable 
slipping drum brake prevents the coming loose of 
the webbing at the end of the free spool track. The 
built in overload protection prevents damage of 
the installation by the operator. Cams and handle 
bars on the winch make a quick mounting possible.

RAISING EXPECTATIONS


